
Content & Engagement - Sprint

ENGAGEMENTHow can you craft, build and nurture the right content approach around the brand?CONTENT

Content Opportunities

Content Needs

Content Weaknesses

Always-on Content Planning

Talent Network
Ideas: Stories, Content, Innovation

Thematic Opportunities Events and Activities

Creatives Influencers

Influencer, Press, PR Opportunities

User-generated Content

Opportunities Use Cases

Which content and formats could be worked with in a better way as an opportunity to promote your destination through the website, social media and videos?

Which content on your current channels should be improved or changed? Which content works well for your current audience, and what content doesn't seem to be working so well to reach your audience.

What are the things needed for a content strategy change? Which are the right stories to be told to consumers?
What is necessary to create great content for your destination and differentiate it as a destination?

Brainstorm and come up with ideas for great and innovative content. What could be the focus of a great destination story? What innovative messages or formats could be used to
describe yours as a great tourism destination? How can your destination be more expressive and innovative with its content approach and attract more visitors to the city?

How can you plan a long-term communication and content strategy for your channels?

How can you include user generated content into your storytelling approach? How can you work with content creators and influencers to communicate your brand?

Think about thematic opportunities to be developed throughout the year or during a long period
in order to have always-on content

Which events and activities could be the starting point for planning an always-on content strategy?
How could content related to seasonal events be covered throughout the year to keep the interest alive?

In which way is it useful to involve influencers, journalists and other PR channels to create and share effective
and interesting content in the long run? How organised are you in your approach to working with bloggers? Are
you proactive in creating opportunities for the best bloggers and do you create platforms to allow them to be
amazing ambassadors for your destination?

How could you exploit UGC to always have fresh and innovative
content for your destination?

Think about the use that could be made of UGC and if you could create
stories and appealing content strategies for your destination. How could
user content be used throughout the different communication strands?

Are there creatives that could promote and create appealing content for
your destination? Do you have a clear mapping of the creatives you could
work with or a creative pool you could tap-into?

Do you foster relationships with influencers who could help build and
develop the brand? Do you have a clear view on who could be part of
the brand storytelling?
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